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L-shell x-ray emission from neonlike W64+
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We present high-resolution crystal spectroscopy measurements of the n = 3 → n = 2 L-shell x-ray transitions
of neonlike W64+, which include seven electric-dipole–allowed transitions, two electric quadrupole transitions,
and one magnetic quadrupole transition. The resulting wavelength data are compared to recent calculational
results, allowing us to clearly distinguish between different theoretical approaches which need to take into
account not only substantial electron correlations effects but also radiative contributions, which in case of the
transition from the upper level (1s22s1/22p63p3/2)J=1 to the closed-shell neonlike ground state exceeds 20 eV.
Best agreement is found with calculations utilizing the relativistic multireference Møller-Plesset approach. In
addition to the emission from W64+, we observed several inner-shell collisional satellite lines associated with
oxygenlike W66+, fluorinelike W65+, sodiumlike W63+, and magnesiumlike W62+, which provide benchmarks
for future calculations as well as for recent calculations using the relativistic many-body perturbation theory. The
present measurements also provide accurate rest wavelengths for establishing the instrumental dispersion needed
for future measurements of the core plasma motion in the ITER tokamak and show that the candidate W64+ line
for such measurements remains well isolated from neighboring collisional satellite lines even when broadened
by the expected high temperatures in this device.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ground configuration of neonlike ions (1s22s22p6)J=0

consists of completely filled K and L shells. As a result,
radiative transitions between excited states and ground must
change the principal quantum number n by �n � 1 and thus
are typically in the x-ray regime for all ions except those with
the lowest atomic number Z.

As is the case with heliumlike ions, which have a completely
filled K-shell as their ground configuration, neonlike ions
produce very bright x-ray emission and are readily observed
in high-temperature plasma. As a result, x-ray spectra from
neonlike ions have been developed for plasma diagnostics.
For example, the soft-x-ray emission from neonlike iron
is a dominant component of many astrophysical spectra,
including those formed by stellar coronae [1–3] and galaxies
[4–6]. Neonlike ions from higher-Z ions, such as selenium
(Z = 34), have been used to determine transport and ion
confinement times in tokamak plasma [7,8], while neonlike
ions of molybdenum (Z = 42) have been used to determine
plasma rotation [9] and neonlike molybdenum, neonlike silver
(Z = 47), and neonlike xenon (Z = 54) ions have been used to
determine electron temperature and density in laser-produced
plasmas [10,11]. Neonlike ions have also played a crucial role
in developing soft-x-ray lasers [12], where neonlike ions as
high as silver were made to lase [13].

The spectroscopic study of tungsten has become of great
interest because of tungsten’s renewed role in magnetic
fusion and radiation source development [14–16]. Recent
measurements have included those of near-lithiumlike tung-
sten (W71+) [17], near-sodiumlike tungsten (W61+) [18,19],
near-nickellike tungsten (W46+) [20–24], near-palladiumlike
tungsten (W28+) [25], promethiumlike tungsten (W15+) [26],
and near-ytterbiumlike tungsten (W4+) [27]. The spectrum

of neonlike tungsten has become of particular interest as a
working medium for the proposed crystal spectrometer for
the ITER (Latin “the way”) tokamak under construction in
France [28]. The ITER tokamak is predicted to achieve core
electron temperatures in excess of 20 keV. At this temperature,
the ions of the constituent metals of stainless steel would
have burned out, and higher-Z elements would have to be
introduced for diagnostic purposes. Indeed, it was proposed
to introduce Kr for this purpose, and a spectrometer based
on the observation of heliumlike Kr34+ was proposed [29].
However, tungsten will be an indigenous impurity in ITER
because of various first-wall components that have to bear the
high heat load while not retaining tritium. Hence, tungsten will
be a component of ITER plasmas and, unlike krypton, does
not need to be added. Moreover, neonlike W64+ reaches its
maximum abundance in the core of ITER fusion plasmas [28].
As a result, it was thought that the strongest line of the
W64+ spectrum provided an excellent means for measuring
the plasma ion temperature and bulk ion velocity based on
its broadening and shift [28,30]. Accurate knowledge of the
rest energy of the line is thus of great importance for such
diagnostic applications as bulk plasma velocity measurements.
A high-resolution spectrum of neonlike tungsten has been
reported before by Biedermann et al., who observed it at the
Berlin electron-beam ion trap [31]. However, no wavelength
values were reported.

The energy levels of neonlike ions are also of great interest
to atomic physics, as they represent a stepping stone toward
developing accurate methods for generating energy levels of
multielectron ions. Early, high-resolution measurements of
the x-ray transitions of neonlike ions ranging from silver
to europium (Z = 63) revealed systematic offsets of up to
several eV between measured energies and those calculated
with the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock method [32–34].
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Improvements in the calculated energies were achieved by
adding corrections due to ground-state correlations and by
noting the importance of so-called Coster-Kronig and super
Coster-Kronig fluctuations [32,33,35,36]. Additionally, the
importance of quantum electrodynamics (QED) in calculating
the transition energies was noted.

Accurate measurements of neonlike transitions beyond
those of Eu53+ carried out on the Princeton Large Torus
tokamak [33] are needed to further guide theory. Measure-
ments using the beam-foil technique have provided data on
neonlike gold and neonlike bismuth [35,36], although with
greatly reduced accuracy compared to the tokamak data.
Measurements using electron-beam ion traps have produced
high-Z data for neonlike ytterbium (Z = 70) and neonlike
thorium and uranium (Z = 90,92) [37,38]. In these cases,
only partial spectral data were reported. For example, the
ytterbium measurement focused on the shortest-wavelength
neonlike n = 3 → n = 2 transitions in order to determine
contributions from QED, and a value of 18.4 ± 0.8 eV was
found for the self-energy contribution to the 3p3/2 → 2s1/2

transition energy [37]. The few existing measurements of
high-Z neonlike ions beyond Eu53+ are not yet sufficient to
determine the iso-electronic trend of neonlike spectra with the
high accuracy needed to test modern theoretical approaches
toward calculating multielectron atomic structure.

In the following we report high-resolution measurements
of the x-ray spectrum of neonlike tungsten carried out at an
electron-beam ion trap. Our measurements include all seven
electric-dipole–allowed n = 3 → n = 2 transitions as well
as three dipole-forbidden transitions. The accuracy of our
measurements is comparable to that achieved in the earlier
tokamak measurements of Ag37+ through Eu53+ and exceeds
that achieved in the high-Z beam-foil measurements by factors
of three to ten. Our measurements, thus, provide an important
step along the neonlike iso-electronic sequence for testing
theory. In particular, calculations of neonlike tungsten have
recently been reported that use the relativistic multireference
Møller-Plesset approach [39]. Calculations using this approach
have been found to be of very high accuracy when compared
to experiment. But so far comparisons with experiment have
been limited to transition energies in the extreme ultraviolet

or soft-x-ray regime below 1 keV [40,41]. Our measurements,
thus, provide an assessment of this method for x-ray tran-
sitions of high-Z ions. We, furthermore, report on several
collisional satellite lines, which provide benchmarks for future
multielectron calculations. In this case, there is one calculation
available, which was carried out for sodiumlike tungsten based
on relativistic many-body perturbation theory [42]. We are also
able to assess its accuracy.

II. CALCULATIONS

Because of their fundamental interest to atomic theory,
varied calculational techniques have been employed to cal-
culate the energy levels of neonlike ions. These approaches
include the parametric potential method [43,44], the multi-
configuration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method [45], and many-
body perturbation theory (MBPT) [46,47]; the latter has
recently been extended to include third-order Breit terms
[48]. Despite the many approaches, unfortunately, only few
publications have reported systematic calculations on ions,
such as neonlike tungsten, that had not yet been measured at
the time of the calculation. Consequently, there are very few
calculations for neonlike W64+ in the literature.

In Table I, we list the transition energies predicted by the
calculations of Ivanova and Gulov [49], who used the relativis-
tic perturbation theory with model potential approach, and of
Vilkas et al. [39], who used the relativistic multireference
Møller-Plesset approach to second order. Inspection of Table I
shows that the values obtained by the two approaches differ
substantially.

In addition to previously published results, we have per-
formed our own calculations using the FLEXIBLE ATOMIC CODE

(FAC) developed by Gu [50]. It employs the configuration
interaction (CI) approach to determine the atomic structure.
Because structure calculations involving only the ground state
and all 36 excited levels with a 2s or 2p vacancy and a
valence electron in the 3s, 3p, or 3d configuration have
been sufficient to produce accurate results before for neonlike
iron (Z = 26) [51], we performed such calculations also for
neonlike tungsten. The results are included in Table I. We have,
furthermore, carried out FAC calculations for the neighboring

TABLE I. Comparison of measured and calculated energies of transitions in neonlike W64+. EFAC has been calculated in the present work
using the FLEXIBLE ATOMIC CODE, EVilkas are values from Ref. [39], and EIvanova are values from Ref. [49]. �E is the difference between the
mean measured and the calculated values. All transitions decay from the given upper level to the (1s22s22p6)J=0 ground level.

Label Upper level EMeasured (eV) EFAC (eV) �EFAC (eV) EVilkas (eV) �EVilkas (eV) EIvanova (eV) �EIvanova (eV)

M2 (2s22p5
3/23s1/2)J=2 8299.22 ± 0.40 8293.53 +5.69 8298.33 +0.89 8303.48 −4.26

3G (2s22p5
3/23s1/2)J=1 8307.51 ± 0.40 8302.17 +5.34 8306.76 +0.75 8312.05 −4.54

E2L (2s22p5
3/23p1/2)J=2 8450.14 ± 0.60 8444.29 +5.85 8448.81 +1.33 8452.82 −2.68

3E (2s22p5
3/23d3/2)J=1 8996.31 ± 0.50 8990.27 +6.04 8995.16 +1.15 9003.28 −6.97

3D (2s22p5
3/23d5/2)J=1 9126.25 ± 0.50 9120.69 +5.56 9125.28 +0.97 9139.40 −13.15

3F (2s22p5
1/23s1/2)J=1 9689.29 ± 0.50 9683.97 +5.32 9687.95 +1.34 9693.38 −4.09

3B (2s1/22p63p1/2)J=1 10317.23 ± 0.50 10316.87 +0.36 10317.23 0.00 10323.16 −5.93

3C (2s22p5
1/23d3/2)J=1 10408.69 ± 0.40 10404.15 +4.54 10407.41 +1.28 10416.30 −7.61

3A (2s1/22p63p3/2)J=1 10706.85 ± 0.90 10706.00 +0.85 10705.64 +1.21 10715.91 −9.06

E2S (2s3/22p63d5/2)J=2 10967.75 ± 1.20 10966.64 +1.11 10966.90 +0.85 10983.23 −15.48
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Top: x-ray spectrum of neonlike W64+ calculated with FAC assuming an electron-beam energy of 16 keV and an
electron density of 1 × 1012 cm−3. The lines are labeled using the notation of Parkinson [66], augmented by the notation of Beiersdorfer
et al. [33] for denoting the electric-dipole–forbidden lines. Bottom: Schematic location of the reference lines from heliumlike and hydrogenlike
ions used for calibration. The heliumlike lines denoted w and z refer to the transitions from levels 1s2p1P1 and 1s2s3S1 to the 1s2 1S0 ground
state, respectively. Ly-α1 and Ly-α2 refer to the 2p3/2 → 1s1/2 and the 2p1/2 → 1s1/2 transitions in the hydrogenlike ions, respectively.

charge states of neonlike tungsten. These structure calculations
also involve only the ground state and all excited levels with
a 2s or 2p vacancy and valence electrons in the 3s, 3p, or 3d

configuration.
FAC, moreover, allows us to construct detailed collisional

radiative models, which were used to identify the various
L-shell tungsten lines in our measured spectra. We have
made calculations to predict the spectral lines of W64+ in
the wavelength range of interest, as shown in Fig. 1. We
have also made calculations of the line emission from the
neighboring ion states. In particular, we have calculated the
spectral emission from the autoionizing sodiumlike W63+,
magnesiumlike W62+, and aluminumlike W61+ ions. The
results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 2. Because the
electrons in our measurements are monoenergetic with a small
spread of about 50 eV [38,52], no dielectronic recombination
resonances are excited and the lines shown in Fig. 2 comprise
only collisional satellites. We have also calculated the spectral
emission from fluorinelike W65+ and oxygenlike W66+. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.

FAC has been used extensively to produce L-shell emission
spectra for line identification. For example, FAC was recently
used to model and identify the L-shell spectral features of
neonlike through lithiumlike aluminum (Z = 13) [53], iron
(Z = 26) [54], and nickel (Z = 28) [55]. Following the ap-
proaches used in these calculations, our calculations included
all energy levels, radiative transition rates, and collisional
excitation cross sections connecting the ground level and
all excited levels with a 2s or 2p vacancy and a valence
electron in the 3s, 3p, or 3d configuration with each other. The
parameters of these collisional radiative models closely follow
the experimental condition in the electron-beam ion trap, as
discussed in the next section (i.e., an electron-beam energy
of 15–21 keV and an electron density of 5–10 × 1011 cm−3).
The model for each tungsten ion assures that density-sensitive
effects are accounted for, although such effects are essentially
absent at the (low) densities found in our spectroscopic source.

III. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed on the EBIT-I
electron-beam ion trap at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, which is the first such machine of its kind [56,57].
Tungsten ions were produced and excited by the EBIT-I
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is set to 1012 cm−3.
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FIG. 3. Spectral emission of (a) fluorinelike W65+ and (b) oxy-
genlike W66+ calculated with FAC. The electron energy is assumed
to be 21 keV, and the electron density is set to 1012 cm−3.

electron beam at energies between 15 and 21 keV and currents
of about 150 mA. The tungsten spectra were calibrated
by observing the K-shell emission lines of helium- and
hydrogenlike titanium, vanadium, copper, and zinc. An
overview of the location of the tungsten lines relative to those
of the calibration lines is shown in Fig. 1.

The spectra were recorded with a von Hámos-type crystal
spectrometer. This spectrometer is well matched to the narrow
line source formed by the electron beam and provides high
photon throughput with moderately high spectral resolution.
The instrument has been used on EBIT-I to measure a variety
of x-ray spectra [58–62]. A detailed description of the basic
properties of the spectrometer is given in Ref. [63].

For the present measurements the spectrometer was modi-
fied to access the wavelength region between 1.10 and 1.55 Å.
For this purpose, the spectrometer uses a 12 cm × 5cm ×
0.02 cm LiF(200) crystal, which has been bent cylindrically
to a radius of curvature of 30 cm. The 2d∞ spacing of this
crystal plane is equal to 4.027 Å [64]. A multiwire proportional
counter similar to the one described by Vogel et al. [65] with
a sensitive area of 10 × 3 cm2 was employed to record the
spectra. The counter was filled with a mixture of 90% xenon
and 10% methane. The pulse height signal from the detector
allowed us to set a window on the energy of the x rays of
interest and thus to reduce the background from cosmic rays
and terrestrial radiation. When measuring spectra in second
order, we placed an aluminum foil in front of the detector in
order to reduce the number of photons being detected in first
order.

The spectrometer allowed us to measure a spectral region
of about 0.15 Å. This was insufficient to measure the full
range between 1.10 and 1.55 Å needed to observe all seven
dipole-allowed n = 3 → n = 2 lines in neonlike tungsten.
Instead, four settings were necessary, each of which needed
to be calibrated separately. In particular, we observed the
region between 1.40 and 1.55 Å, which contained the K-shell
lines of heliumlike Cu27+ and hydrogenlike Cu28+; the region
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FIG. 4. X-ray emission of neonlike W64+ between 8200 and
8800 eV excited at an electron-beam energy of (a) 15 keV and (b)
21 keV. The reference spectra of heliumlike and hydrogenlike copper
produced at a beam energy of 17.5 keV are shown in panel (c).

between 1.3 and 1.4 Å, which contained the K-shell lines of
heliumlike Zn28+ and hydrogenlike Zn29+; the region between
1.2 and 1.35 Å, which was observed in second order and
which contained the K-shell lines of heliumlike Ti20+ and
hydrogenlike Ti21+ in first order; and the region between 1.1
and 1.25 Å, which also was observed in second order and
which contained the K-shell lines of heliumlike V21+ and
hydrogenlike V22+ in first order. An overview of the location
of the calibration spectra is given in Fig. 1.

Sample tungsten spectra, together with the various cali-
bration spectra, measured on EBIT-I are shown in Figs. 4–7.
The neonlike lines are labeled using the notation of Parkinson
[66], augmented by the notation of Beiersdorfer et al. [33]
for labeling the electric-dipole–forbidden lines. These labels
have also been used in Table I, which gives the specific
levels associated with each line. The collisional satellite lines
from oxygenlike, fluorinelike, sodiumlike, magnesiumlike,
and aluminumlike tungsten are labeled using the notation used
in Figs. 2 and 3 to denote the strongest predicted lines. We use
the labels w, x, y, and z introduced by Gabriel [67] to denote
the heliumlike transitions from levels 1s2p1P1, 1s2p3P2,
1s2p3P1, and 1s2s3S1 to the 1s2 1S0 ground state, respectively.
The 2p3/2 → 1s1/2 and the 2p1/2 → 1s1/2 transitions in the
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hydrogenlike reference spectra are labeled Ly-α1 and Ly-α2,
respectively.

Hydrogenlike and heliumlike ions are the simplest atomic
systems, and their wavelengths are known from theory to a
high degree of accuracy, as tested by numerous measurements
[68–71]. As a result, they have been used in a variety of
measurements as reference standards. In the present case we
have used the wavelengths calculated by Johnson and Soff [72]
and by Drake [73] as reference standards.

Reference spectra were taken interleaved with recording the
tungsten spectra (i.e., before and after as well as in between
recording the tungsten spectra). We noted small drifts in the
position of the spectral lines, which we could associate with
electronic drifts. In order to compensate for such drifts, we
installed a collimated 55Fe radioactive source, which formed a
narrow x-ray feature at one location on the detector. The 55Fe
feature can be seen in Fig. 5(a). This spectrum was recorded
with the 55Fe source placed near the center of the detector. In
all other spectra, the 55Fe source was placed to one side of
the detector. Using this feature we could monitor electronic
drifts and make adjustments, if there were drifts between the
calibration and tungsten spectra.

The measurements performed at the longest wavelength
were made with a metal vapor vacuum arc (MeVVA) injector
[74] consisting of a tungsten anode and a copper trigger wire.
Depending on the polarity of the electrodes, either tungsten or
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copper is preferentially injected, although small amounts of
the other material are also injected. As a result, both elements
could be seen in a given spectrum, as illustrated in Fig. 4,
although with greatly reduced intensities. For measurements
in the adjoining wavelength range, we switched between the
W/Cu MeVVA and a Yb/Zn MeVVA so that only one of two
elements was observed.
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Barium is an indigenous impurity of EBIT-I plasmas
[57,75], but it does not have lines in the wavelength range
of the neonlike tungsten lines. However, barium has lines at
twice the wavelength of the tungsten lines, and barium lines
can be seen in the first-order calibration spectra of titanium and
vanadium (cf. Figs. 6 and 7). The barium lines do not appear in
the tungsten spectra measured in second order shown in Figs. 6
and 7. This is because of the pulse height discrimination used
to screen out unwanted signal and because of the aluminum
absorber placed in front of the detector, which also screens out
lower-energy x rays, as mentioned above. However, we have
used barium as a common reference to both the calibration and
the tungsten spectra in order to check for spectral drift. In the
course of the first- and second-order measurement series, we
were able to use either a W/Ti or a W/V MeVVA without
cross contamination of either the tungsten or calibration
spectra.

The short-wavelength (highest x-ray energy) spectrum
shown in Fig. 7 has several unidentified features, one of
which has been tentatively attributed to a line in neonlike
mercury (Hg70+). The spectral emission of W64+ is weak
in this region (cf. Fig. 1 ), and the unknown lines are also
weak. Mercury has been noted as a contaminant in EBIT-I
before and was likely introduced via the MeVVA injection
of gold in prior experiments, as Hg is a (minor) contaminant
constituent of gold. Unlike gold, however, mercury has a very
high vapor pressure and does not plate out on the vacuum
components of EBIT-I. As it accumulates, its spectra add to
those of other elements. Subsequent to these measurements,
mercury was eliminated from our machine by cleaning of the
trap components.

Because some of the tungsten wavelengths were determined
by comparing first- and second-order spectra, care must be
taken to account for the fact that crystals have a different
index of refraction depending on the order of reflection n.
In general, the wavelength nλ of a given line is given by
Bragg’s law [76]

nλ = 2d∞[1 − (2d∞)2δ/(n2λ2)] sin θ, (1)

where d∞ is lattice spacing of the crystal, θ is the Bragg angle,
and δ is the deviation from unity of the index of refraction.
The value of δ/λ2 is taken to be independent of wavelength
and equal to 3.14 × 10−6 Å−2 for LiF [76]. Hence, we can use
the more familiar form of Bragg’s law,

nλ = 2dn sin θ, (2)

by realizing that in first-order reflection 2d1 = 4.026 794 9 Å
and in second-order reflection 2d2 = 4.026 948 73 Å.

Finally, we note that the linewidth is purely instrumental.
The temperature of the ions in EBIT-I has been measured both
for heliumlike and neonlike ions [77–80] to be a few hundred
eV for typical operation conditions of the EBIT-I device. The
linewidths associated with such temperatures are much smaller
than the resolution of the spectrometer. Similarly, there is no
line broadening or shift due to blending with dielectronic
satellite lines. Unlike in a plasma or beam-foil source, such
lines are not excited at the energies of the electron beam in our
measurements.

IV. LINE IDENTIFICATION

We identified ten lines in neonlike W64+. In addition,
we observed several collisional satellite lines in sodiumlike
W63+ and magnesiumlike W62+. By raising the electron-beam
energy above the ionization threshold of W64+, we produced
fluorinelike W65+ and oxygenlike W66+. We firmly identified
and measured the wavelength of five fluorinelike features
that we attribute to eight transitions. We also identified
several lines in the oxygenlike tungsten spectrum. The line
identifications and observed wavelengths are listed in Ta-
bles I through V. Details for each charge state are given
below.

A. W LXV spectral lines

The strongest neonlike lines—the electric-dipole lines 3G

and 3D and the magnetic quadruple line M2—are readily
identified in Figs. 4 and 5. These lines are also very strong in
neonlike ions with lower atomic number Z. The other electric-
dipole–allowed lines that are strong in lower-Z neonlike ions
(i.e., line 3C, which is the strongest line from Fe16+ ions, and
line 3F ) are weak in W64+. Nevertheless, these lines are the
strongest in their respective spectra, as shown in Figs. 6 and
7. The upper levels of these lines have changed their relative
energy order established at low atomic number by LS coupling
and are assuming their high-Z ordering given by JJ coupling
[48,51,81]. This is why the alphabetical ordering of lines 3A

through 3G no longer follows the energy order established
in iron and observed by Parkinson [66]. The remaining
electric-dipole–allowed neonlike lines (i.e., lines 3A, 3B, and
3E seen in Fig. 5 and 7), are weak compared to lines 3D,
3G, or 3C, even in low-Z ions, and they are weak in W64+
as well.

Among the dipole-forbidden lines, we have observed
the relatively strong E2L line (cf. Fig. 4), which is also
relatively prominent in lower-Z neonlike ions. We have
not observed the other two 3p → 2p electric-quadrupole
transitions, commonly labeled E2M and E2U , which have
been observed before in mid-Z ions [32,33,82]. The 3d5/2 →
2s1/2 electric-quadrupole line labeled E2S, however, was
observed and found to be more intense than lines 3A and
3B (cf. Fig. 7). A measurement of this line in Yb60+ (i.e.,
in the element four atomic numbers lower than tungsten)
found this line to be weaker than 3A [37]. This trend arises
from the fact that transition rates of forbidden lines increase
more strongly as a function of Z than those of dipole-allowed
lines.

The energies of the observed neonlike transitions are
listed in Table I together with the estimated uncertainty.
The measurement uncertainty is comprised of the calibration
uncertainty, the accuracy with which the line centroid can be
determined, and the uncertainty introduced by spectral drifts
(i.e., the reproducibility for the different spectra in which
a given line was observed). The energy uncertainty of the
strongest lines is ±0.40 or ±0.50 eV, as these spectra could
be measured relatively quickly and thus several times with
different spectrometer settings. The highest uncertainties are
associated with the energies of lines 3A and E2S. Line 3A is
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TABLE II. Comparison of measured and calculated energies of transitions in sodiumlike W63+. EFAC has been calculated in the present
work using the FLEXIBLE ATOMIC CODE, and EMBPT are values from Ref. [42] using many-body perturbation theory. �E is the difference
between the mean measured and calculated values. The line intensity given in photons/(ion s) was calculated with FAC at an electron-beam
energy of 16 keV and an electron density of 1 × 1012 cm3.

Label Upper level Lower level Emeasured (eV) EFAC (eV) �EFAC (eV) EMBPT (eV) �EMBPT (eV) Intensity

Na-1 (2p5
3/23s1/23d5/2)J=3/2 (2p63s)J=1/2 9088.8 ± 0.5 9086.09 2.7 9090.32 − 1.5 4.9

Na-2 (2p5
3/23s1/23d5/2)J=1/2 (2p63s)J=1/2 9096.0 ± 0.7 9092.75 3.2 9095.86 0.1 2.3

Na-3a (2p5
1/23p1/23p3/2)J=3/2 (2p63s)J=1/2 10350.1 ± 1.0 10348.41 1.7 10349.53 0.6 0.4

Na-4 (2p5
1/23s1/23d3/2)J=1/2 (2p63s)J=1/2 10367.3 ± 1.0 10463.16 4.1 10364.76 2.6 0.7

Na-5 (2p5
1/23s1/23d3/2)J=3/2 (2p63s)J=1/2 10381.2 ± 1.0 10378.56 2.6 10378.67 2.5 0.9

aBlended with line Mg-3.

weak and line E2S falls outside the spectral area spanned by
the reference lines from vanadium (cf. Fig. 7).

B. W LXIV spectral lines

The strongest collisional satellite lines from sodiumlike
tungsten occur at the low-energy side of the two neonlike lines
3C and 3D. Thus, we expect to observe those line in Figs. 5
and 7. These transitions are basically all of the type 3d →
2p, and they are all electric-dipole transitions. Forbidden
transitions cannot effectively compete with the corresponding
Auger transition, as all inner-shell excited sodiumlike levels
are autoionizing.

Our identification of the sodiumlike tungsten lines is based
on our calculations using FAC together with the transition
energies provide by the MBPT calculations by Safronova et al.
[42]. These calculations predict five strong transitions in W63+
with an intensity above 0.4 photons/(ion s) at an electron
density of 1012 cm−3 and an electron-beam energy of 16 keV.
We have labeled these lines Na-1 trough Na-5 in Fig. 2(a) and
have listed them in Table II.

The strongest two W63+ lines, labeled Na-1 and Na-2,
are readily identified next to line 3D in Fig. 5. Their
energies could be determined with an uncertainty of ±0.50
and ±0.70 eV, respectively, as given in Table II. The
other three lines are weak, as seen from Fig. 7, and their
identifications are less certain. The lines, however, have been
reproducibly seen in different measurements. Line Na-3 may
be blended with the magnesiumlike tungsten line Mg-2. The
uncertainty of the transition energy of this possible blended
feature is ±1.0 eV. Line Na-3, which starts from upper level
(2p5

1/23p1/23p3/2)J=3/2, only exists because of interaction with
the level (2p5

3/23s1/23d3/2)J=3/2.

C. W LXIII spectral lines

We were able to firmly identify only the strongest of the
predicted lines in magnesiumlike W62+ shown in Fig. 2(b).
This line is labeled Mg-1 and is located on the low-energy
side of the line 3D, as shown in Fig. 5. The energy of this line
could be measured with an uncertainty of ±0.6 eV. The second
strongest predicted line, which is labeled Mg-2, is located near
line 3C (cf. Fig. 7). Its identification is uncertain, as it may
blend with line Na-3 in W63+, as mentioned in the previous
section. No other magnesiumlike tungsten transitions could be
firmly identified.

A summary of the measured and calculated transitions
energies of the two magnesiumlike tungsten lines is given
in Table III.

D. W LXII spectral lines

The electron-beam energy was chosen to maximize the
abundance of W64+ ions in the trap. Consequently, the
abundance of sodiumlike and magnesiumlike tungsten was
expectedly low, and the abundance of aluminumlike W61+
ions is expected to be even lower. The strongest W61+ line
is predicted to be at 9010.9 eV, as shown in Fig. 2(c). This
is close to a weak feature at 9013.2 ± 1.2 eV in the spectral
range shown in Fig. 5. However, we are not able to ascertain
that this is indeed an aluminumlike tungsten transition. There
are no possible features near the predicted location of the
second strongest aluminumlike line predicted by our FAC
calculations.

E. W LXVI spectral lines

As part of our process to identify the neonlike tungsten
lines and to distinguish them from lines in lower- or higher-
charge states, we have also recorded spectra at beam energies

TABLE III. Comparison of measured and calculated energies of transitions in magnesiumlike W62+. EFAC has been calculated in the present
work using the FLEXIBLE ATOMIC CODE. �E is the difference between the mean measured and calculated values. The line intensity given in
photons/(ion s) was calculated with FAC at an electron-beam energy of 16 keV and an electron density of 1 × 1012 cm3.

Label Upper level Lower level Emeasured (eV) EFAC (eV) �EFAC (eV) Intensity

Mg-1 (2p5
3/23s23d5/2)J=1 (2p63s2)J=0 9055.3 ± 0.6 9053.15 2.1 6.9

Mg-2a (2p5
1/23s23d3/2)J=1 (2p63s2)J=0 10350.1 ± 1.2 10350.17 −0.1 1.0

aBlended with line Na-3.
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TABLE IV. Comparison of measured and calculated energies of transitions in fluorinelike W65+. EFAC has been calculated in the present
work using the FLEXIBLE ATOMIC CODE. �E is the difference between the mean measured and calculated values. The line intensity given in
photons/(ion s) was calculated with FAC at an electron-beam energy of 21 keV and an electron density of 1 × 1012 cm3.

Label Upper level Lower level Emeasured (eV) EFAC (eV) �EFAC (eV) Intensity

F-1 (2p4
23s1/2)J=5/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 8455.4 ± 0.6 8449.78 5.6 1.0

F-2 (2p4
23s1/2)J=3/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 8466.0 ± 0.6 8460.98 5.0 1.0

F-3 (2p4
03s1/2)J=1/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 8519.7 ± 0.6 8514.50 5.2 0.8

F-4a (2p4
23p1/2)J=5/2 (2p5

1/2)J=1/2 8592.7 ± 0.7 8588.59 4.1 0.40

F-4a (2p4
23p1/2)J=3/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 8592.7 ± 0.7 8586.58 6.1 0.10

F-5 (2p4
23d5/2)J=5/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 9256.3 ± 0.6 9252.82 3.5 2.4

F-5 (2p4
23d5/2)J=3/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 9256.3 ± 0.6 9254.10 2.2 1.9

F-6 (2p4
03d5/2)J=5/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 9291.5 ± 1.0 9289.25 2.2 1.6

F-7 (2p1/22p3
3/23d3/2)J=1/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 10562.2 ± 0.5 10557.93 4.3 0.4

F-7 (2p1/22p3
3/23d3/2)J=5/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 10562.2 ± 0.5 10559.41 2.8 1.1

F-7 (2p1/22p3
3/23d3/2)J=3/2 (2p5

3/2)J=3/2 10562.2 ± 0.5 10564.62 −2.4 0.9

aBlended with line O-1.

well above the ionization potential of W 64+ at 15.60 keV
[83]. Spectra recorded at 17 and 21 keV show clear evidence
of fluorinelike W65+ lines, as illustrated by Figs. 4(b), 5(a),
and 7(a). As we have done above, we have used our calculations
for the W LXVI spectral lines, which are shown in Fig. 3(a), to
identify these lines.

Several observed features (i.e., those labeled F-1, F-2, F-3,
and F-6) are each formed by a single transition. The other
features (i.e., F-4, F-5, and F-7) are a blend of two or more tran-
sitions that our measurements cannot resolve. In addition, fea-
ture F-4 is likely a blend with the oxygenlike tungsten line O-1.

A summary of our identifications and measured wave-
lengths of the fluorinelike tungsten lines, including the
measurement uncertainties, is given in Table IV.

F. W LXVII spectral lines

All lines associated with a photon production rate higher
than 0.2 photons/(ion s) predicted by our calculations [cf.

Fig. 3(b)] are listed in Table V. As discussed below, we have
firmly identified five out of the eleven lines listed. A sixth
line, which we labeled O-1, is blended with two fluorinelike
tungsten lines and, thus, its identity is uncertain.

We were able to identify lines O-2, O-3, O-4, and O-5 in
the low-energy region of our spectral measurements, which
are shown in Fig. 4(b). Surprisingly, we did not observe line
O-0 near 8400 eV, although it is predicted to have about the
same strength as the lines we did observe.

The strongest of the L-shell W66+ lines according to our
predictions is line O-7. It is seen only weakly in the spectra
in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a). The fact that it is so weak indicates
that the charge balance shifted more toward lower-charge
states of tungsten during these measurements than during the
measurements of the spectral region shown in Fig. 4. Because
O-7 is repeatedly seen in multiple spectra, we are confident
about its identity. The adjacent line O-6, however, which is
predicted to be three times weaker than O-7, could not be
identified.

TABLE V. Comparison of measured and calculated energies of transitions in oxygenlike W66+. EFAC has been calculated in the present
work using the FLEXIBLE ATOMIC CODE. �E is the difference between the mean measured and calculated values. The line intensity given in
photons/(ion s) was calculated with FAC at an electron-beam energy of 21 keV and an electron density of 1 × 1012 cm3.

Label Upper level Lower level Emeasured (eV) EFAC (eV) �EFAC (eV) Intensity

O-0 (2s2
2 2p1/22p2

3/23p1/2)J=2 (2s1/22p2
1/22p3

3/2)J=2 8400.61 0.3

O-1a (2s22p2
1/22p3/23s1/2)J=1 (2s22p2

1/22p2
3/2)J=0 8592.7 ± 0.7 8588.40 4.3 0.2

O-2 (2s1/22p2
1/22p2

3/23s1/2)J=2 (2s1/22p2
1/22p3

3/2)J=2 8599.4 ± 1.0 8595.26 3.1 0.3

O-3 (2s1/22p2
1/22p2

3/23s1/2)J=2 (2s1/22p2
1/22p3

3/2)J=1 8607.1 ± 1.0 8604.21 2.9 0.3

O-4 (2s22p2
1/22p3/23s1/2)J=2 (2s22p2

1/22p2
3/2)J=2 8644.5 ± 0.6 8640.19 4.4 0.8

O-5 (2s22p2
1/22p3/23s1/2)J=1 (2s22p2

1/22p2
3/2)J=2 8654.4 ± 0.6 8649.51 4.9 0.4

O-6 (2s22p2
1/22p3/23d5/2)J=2 (2s22p2

1/22p2
3/2)J=2 9396.90 0.9

O-7 (2s22p2
1/22p3/23d5/2)J=3 (2s22p2

1/22p2
3/2)J=2 9413.6 ± 1.2 9413.02 0.5 2.8

O-8 (2s22p1/22p2
3/23d3/2)J=3 (2s22p2

1/22p2
3/2)J=2 10712.38 1.1

O-9 (2s22p1/22p2
3/23d3/2)J=2 (2s22p2

1/22p2
3/2)J=2 10714.94 0.8

O-10 (2s22p1/22p2
3/23d3/2)J=1 (2s22p2

1/22p2
3/2)J=2 10721.66 0.4

aBlended with line F-4.
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FIG. 8. Comparison between the measured
and calculated transition energies of neon-
like W64+. The transitions are labeled in
the notation used in Table I and are
given in order of increasing wavelength. The
shaded area indicates the measurement un-
certainty. The calculated values are from
Ref. [49] (long-dashed trace), from Ref. [39]
(solid trace), and from our own predictions using
FAC (short-dashed trace).

The remaining three W66+ transitions predicted by our
calculations and listed in Table V are situated at the highest
spectral energies, shown in Fig. 7. None of these lines
could be identified. Although this spectral region has several
unidentified features, none have a wavelength close to those
predicted for the strongest oxygenlike lines in this region.

An overview of our identifications and measured transition
energies is given in Table V.

V. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

Neonlike ions have received a lot of theoretical attention,
however, only few predictions exist for the transition energies
of neonlike tungsten. In Table I, we compare our measurements
to the calculations of Ivanova and Gulov [49], who used rela-
tivistic perturbation theory with a model potential to calculate
their values. We also compare with the recent calculations of
Vilkas, López-Encarnación, and Ishikawa [39], who used the
multireference many-body Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
in their work. In addition, we also list our own calculations
using FAC.

The energy values from Ivanova and Gulov are consistently
higher than our measurements. The differences vary between
about 2.7 and 15.5 eV. By contrast, the predictions from
FAC are consistently lower than our measured values. The
differences vary between 0.4 and 6.0 eV. The energy values
from Vilkas et al. are also consistently lower than our
measurements. However, overall their values agree best with
our measurements, and the differences vary from perfect
agreement to 1.3 eV.

The differences between the three calculations and our
measurements are illustrated graphically in Fig. 8. This figure
shows that the recent calculations using the multireference
many-body Møller-Plesset perturbation theory produce results
that are almost indistinguishable from the measured results.
The differences are at most roughly twice the experimental
uncertainties. FAC produces good agreement only for the three
lines with the highest energy. The upper levels of these three
lines all have a 2s vacancy. All other lines, which emanate
from upper levels with a 2p vacancy, differ substantially from
our measurements (i.e., the difference is about ten times the
experimental uncertainty). There are no obvious systematic
trends in the calculations from Ivanova and Gulov, and good
agreement with our measurements is found for none of their
energies.

To our knowledge, there are no transition energy (or
intensity) predictions in the literature for the collisional
satellite lines from oxygenlike and fluorinelike tungsten. As a
result, we compare our measurements only to the predictions
from FAC (cf. Tables IV and V). We find that the differences
are similar in magnitude to those for the neonlike transition
energies. Again, the FAC numbers are generally lower in
energy. There is only one exception: For one component of
feature F-7, the FAC value is larger than the measurement.
Based on the theoretical predictions, we assume that F-7 is a
blend of three lines. But it may well be that this component
is not part of the blend and is otherwise too weak to observe
separately.

Our FAC calculations also produce transition energies
which are smaller than the measured values for sodiumlike
and magnesiumlike tungsten, as the comparison in Tables II
and III shows. The differences are between about 1.7 to 4.1 eV.
The only exception occurs for the magnesiumlike tungsten
line labeled Mg-2. In this case, the FAC value is larger than
measured, which may reflect the fact that the observed feature
is dominated by the sodiumlike tungsten line Na-3.

In the case of our sodiumlike tungsten measurements, we
can also compare our results with those recently obtained
by Safronova et al. [42] using the relativistic many-body
perturbation theory. The comparison with the values obtained
with this method is given in Table II. The relativistic many-
body perturbation theory method is similar to the relativistic
multireference Møller-Plesset approach in the sense that it
applies perturbation theory to account for electron correla-
tions before diagonalization, while the multireference Møller-
Plesset approach applies perturbation after diagonalization.
We thus expect that the many-body perturbation theory
calculations are very accurate. Indeed, the values obtained
with this method agree better with our measurements than
those produced by our FAC calculations. In addition, two of
the calculated values agree with the measured values within
the measurement uncertainty, while the remaining three are
within two or three times the measurement uncertainties.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have provided benchmark atomic data for L-shell
tungsten x-ray lines, which have experimental uncertainties
that are three to ten times lower than similar data from other
neonlike ions with comparably high atomic number. Our data,
thus, afford a test of modern atomic theories at high Z. In
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particular, our measurements of the neonlike W64+ spectral
lines show that the relativistic multireference Møller-Plesset
approach [39] provides highly accurate transition energies.
The differences are within about twice the experimental
uncertainties. Other approaches have discrepancies with the
experimental values that are about ten times the experimental
uncertainties or more. In addition, we were able to provide
benchmark data to test the results obtained with the relativistic
many-body perturbation theory for sodiumlike W63+ [42].
Again, the calculational approach was validated, as very good
agreement between the experimental data and the calculations
was found. The maximum difference in this case was about
three times the experimental uncertainties.

We note that our measurements provide accurate rest wave-
lengths that can be used in future measurements of the core
plasma motion proposed on the ITER tokamak. Moreover, our
identification of collisional satellite lines next to the strongest
neonlike tungsten line at 9126.25 ± 0.50 eV provides an in situ
means for establishing the spectral dispersion of such future
measurements. In particular, we identified two sodiumlike
tungsten lines at 9096.0 ± 0.7 and 9088.8 ± 0.5 eV, one
magnesiumlike tungsten line at 9055.3 ± 0.6 eV, and one
fluorinelike tungsten line at 9256.3 ± 0.6 eV in the vicinity
of the neonlike tungsten line 3D. Finally, we note that all of

the collisional satellite lines we have measured are sufficiently
separated from the neonlike line that they will not blend with
this line even when the lines are broadened by the extreme
thermal motion associated with ITER plasmas. In particular,
the Doppler motion in a plasma with a 30 keV ion temperature
will broaden the tungsten lines by about 9 eV, while the
nearest neighbor is about 30 eV from the neonlike tungsten
line. The fact that a line remains well isolated even at high
temperature is an important criterion when choosing a spectral
line for ion-temperature and -rotation measurements, and our
measurements show that the neonlike tungsten line satisfies
this criterion.
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